


The company

   Success is a matter

of experience
Rudolf Rafflenbeul is a highly suc-

cessful company manufacturing pro-

ducts made of spring steel since 1902.

More than 500 customers in 33 coun-

tries have been taking advantage of

our support and service for decades.

This continuity clearly serves to under-

line our major goal, namely, to provide

customers with exactly the right pro-

duct to meet their needs. Irrespective

of whether it’s a question of standard,

or customised parts, we give each

individual product the right shape. In

doing so, the customer not only profits

from the know-how of our workforce

of 125, but also from state-of-the-art

production technology guaranteeing

quality and precision.



  The standard
sets the bench mark

Standard parts

Being suppliers to the automotive,

supply and electrical industries, to

machine building and plant construc-

tion companies, as well as to the

trade, we produce a wide range of

standard parts. The product spectrum

covers over 4.000 items such as

spring washers, split washers, split

taper sleeves and dowel pins, all

available off-the-shelf.
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The shapes
   you need

Customised parts

In this age of globalisation and world-wide marketing of products, technical

changes take place at a tremendous speed. User-oriented, efficient

solutions are the order of the day.

Bearing this in mind, we supply special products such as punched, bent

and stamped parts, or rolled sleeves and pins, tailored to meet particular

user requirements. Since we view ourselves as being partners right from

the very beginning, close cooperation with the customer during the

development and design stages is a matter of course.



Consolidated manufacturing

   guarantees efficiency

Added benefits

Tight deadlines as a result of changing

design requirements, or new problems

in packing logistics, are just some of

the challenges with which we are con-

fronted daily. It is simply not enough

to just offer a good product. The tasks

presented demand flexibility and

speed. Thanks to our in-house tool

making shop, our own hardening shop

and mechanical galvanising plant, we

are able to react at particularly high

speed. The essence of the whole thing

is that new solutions are created

quickly and  efficiently. The philosophy

of „single source supply” provides

customers with a maximum of relia-

bility and efficiency right from the

design phase through to delivery.
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